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Result and Discussion

Table 3 showed that significance mean differences in RHR (resting heart rate) within each test between the groups. The mean RHR distribution of high intensity group was decreased by 3.70 b/min (6.07%). However, the mean RHR distribution of moderate intensity group was decreased by 2.80 b/min (4.51%). In this context, high intensity group was revealed better mean RHR decrement.

And as indicated in Table 3 blood pressure (Sbp (systolic blood pressure) and Dbp (diastolic blood pressure)) mean difference was decreased by 7.5 mmHg (6.66%) Sbp and 9 mmHg (12%) Dbp in high intensity group and also at moderate intensity group mean difference was decreased by 3.5 mmHg (3.09%) Sbp and 5.5 mmHg (7.14%) Dbp. Here also high intensity group was revealed better mean decrement in both systolic blood pressure and diastolic blood pressure.